
Students in T/Th/F studio are in Monday and Wednesday Liberal Arts sections 
 

• Register for one section of S101. Topic descriptions for S101 are below. 

• You have until January 23rd to select a section. 

• Students not registered by January 23rd will be placed into an open section.  

• Please read through the descriptions carefully before selecting a section.  

• If a section is closed, move onto your second choice. 

• There are no wait lists and there is no add/drop period for this class. 
 
 
Please follow directions from the registrar’s office on how to register for your S101 section: 
https://risdregistrar.wordpress.com/students/registration/freshmen-registration/ 

 

        

S101 Monday/Wednesday sections - Choose one 

HPSS-S101-01 Akporiaye International Politics 8:00-9:30 

HPSS-S101-15 Russell Putting Psychology in Context 9:40-11:10 

HPSS-S101-19 Fitzsimons The U.S. in the World Since 1945 2:50-4:20 

HPSS-S101-21 Yess Existentialism 9:40-11:10 

    

        

 
 
 
 

https://risdregistrar.wordpress.com/students/registration/freshmen-registration/


HPSS-S101 Topic Descriptions 
 

 
Alero Akporiaye      
International Politics    
8:00-9:30 
This course introduces students to critical analysis and writing in the social sciences. You will develop these skills through the study of 
international politics. Substantively, we explore interests, interactions, and institutions of international and domestic political actors with regard 
to security and conflict, international political economy, and transnational politics. This course adopts the flipped classroom approach, requiring 
students to spend one class session a week working remotely to prepare for active learning activities in the second class session of the week. 
 
David Fitzsimons  
The United States in the World Since 1945 
2:50-4:20 
The 20th-century contest for empire between capitalism and communism killed millions of persons in Asia, Africa, and Latin America, degraded 
the environment and risked its nuclear destruction, and led to the anti-Islamic basis of American policy since 9-11. Through the close 
examination of key primary and secondary sources, writing assignments, and class discussions and presentations, students will learn to think, 
speak, and write critically about the geopolitical, economic, cultural, ideological, and domestic forces that shape American foreign relations to 
this day. 
 
Katherine Russell 
Putting Psychology in Context 
9:40-11:10  
We seem to encounter psychology often and in many different ways in our daily lives.  Yet, what truly does the field of psychology consist of?  
From Freud to Skinner to present-day psychological theories, this course seeks to help students develop an understanding of the ways in which 
the discipline of psychology defines, explores, and researches questions about the nature of being human.  While reviewing several key topics 
and research studies in psychology, this course aims to cultivate skills in critical thinking, reading, analysis, research, and writing.  Throughout the 
course, there will be a variety of assignments that will support students in writing a final critical literature review on a psychological topic. 
 
James Yess      
Existentialism 
9:40-11:10 
This is a course about how to think, write, and read philosophically. Samples of classic philosophical writings in existentialism on topics such as 
free will, personal identity, subjective value, the existence of God, and the meaning of human existence will be the launching pads for students’ 



oral and written analysis. Philosophical and literary texts in addition to class discussions will be used to encourage close scrutiny of underlying 
assumptions, logical progression, and how well claims are substantiated. By noting the strengths and weaknesses in the arguments of others and 
practicing the skill of philosophical argumentation, students will be better able to navigate through the thickets of challenges arising from 
everyday living as persons of careful thought and considered action. 
 
 


